Meiosis is the chromosomal foundation of reproduction, with errors in this important process leading to aneuploidy and/or infertility. In this review celebrating the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Society for the Study of Reproduction, the important chromosomal structures and dynamics contributing to genomic integrity across generations are highlighted. Critical unsolved biological problems are identified, and the advances that will lead to their ultimate resolution are predicted.
Introduction and overview
Meiosis is a defining event of gametogenesis that underpins reproductive success, and thus is a fitting topic for this issue of Biology of Reproduction celebrating 50 years of the Society for the Study of Reproduction (SSR). The past half century has seen striking advances in unraveling mechanisms of meiosis, and yet we are still stymied in our understanding of some of its most fundamental aspects, especially how homologous chromosomes recognize and pair with each other. Here we discuss both historical perspectives and the fresh forward look on meiosis enabled by current technologies. Our focus is on chromosome dynamics, arguably the most exciting challenge of meiosis. After a brief overview of the basic steps in meiosis, we will discuss what we have learned about the remarkable (and puzzling) chromosomal mechanisms of meiosis in the past 50 years, the consequences of meiosis in fertility and reproductive success, and finally, the as-yet unsolved problems that will challenge us through the coming years.
As amply reviewed by SSR members and others [1] [2] [3] , meiosis is a defining event of germline development ( Figure 1 ) and exhibits considerable sexual dimorphism [4, 5] , consistent with the sexually dimorphic features of gametogenesis in the two sexes. Notably, timing of meiosis differs between females and males. In females, meiotic prophase is initiated more or less simultaneously in all germ cells in the gonad during fetal development, with maturation through the meiotic divisions occurring at timed intervals in adults ( Figure 1 ). In contrast, in males, meiotic prophase is initiated continuously throughout most of adult life in separate cohorts of germ cells, with no arrest before the division phase, thus providing for continuous gamete production ( Figure 1 ).
After DNA replication in spermatogonia or oogonia, two meiotic division cycles ensue, with no intervening DNA synthesis. The first meiotic division is reductive, separating (or "segregating" in Mendel's terminology) homologous chromosome pairs to reduce the 4C DNA content (which is 2N with respect to chromosome number) to 2C (and 1N with respect to chromosome number). The second division is equational, separating chromatids and reducing the DNA content to 1C, with the haploid 1N number of chromosomes (Figure 1) . While the nuclear divisions of meiosis follow this pattern of reductional and equal segregation of chromosomes, the cytoplasmic divisions do not. In mammalian males, the cytoplasmic divisions are equal, resulting in efficient production of large numbers of sperm ( Figure 1 ). But in mammalian female meiosis, the cytoplasmic divisions are unequal, with one product (the oocyte or egg) receiving the bulk of the cytoplasm, and the remaining products (designated polar bodies) receiving a minimal amount of cytoplasm ( Figure 1 ). This strategy ensures nutrients for the embryo after fertilization. Gametogenesis and meiosis. This schematic illustrates sexually dimorphic progressive events of gametogenesis (black font) and meiosis (dark red font) in male (left) and female (right) germline. Because the terms are frequently and erroneously misused, even in textbooks, this figure emphasizes both DNA content (C value) and number of sets of chromosomes (N value, ploidy) in germ cells at various stages. Primordial germ cells (PGCs) are initially sexually undifferentiated, and the sex-specific differentiation programs begin after PGCs colonize the fetal gonads. In males (left panel), germ cells undergo mitotic proliferation and then arrest, forming quiescent gonocytes. Gonocytes remain in an arrested state until after birth, when they resume mitotic divisions and establish spermatogonial stem cells. Type A spermatogonia either self-renew or differentiate to type B spermatogonia, which are committed to enter meiosis, thus initiating the spermatocyte stage. The diploid spermatocytes progress through prophase I, completing meiotic recombination, and, without interruption, undergo the first and second meiotic divisions. The haploid spermatids thus formed undergo spermiogenic differentiation to form mature spermatids (termed spermatozoa after passage to the epididymis). In females (right panel), after a limited period of mitotic proliferation, oogonia enter meiotic prophase I during fetal development. The diploid oocytes complete meiotic recombination around birth, and arrest at the dictyate stage. Shortly after birth, somatic pre-granulosa cells surround arrested oocytes to form primordial follicles. During or after puberty, when a primordial follicle is activated, it grows in size through both granulosa cell proliferation and increase in size of the oocyte, which remains arrested at dictyate. Prior to ovulation, the oocyte resumes meiosis and arrests at metaphase I (time of this arrest can be species-specific). Upon ovulation, first meiotic division is completed and the first polar body (PB) is extruded into the space under the zona pellucida. The ovulated oocyte arrests again, at metaphase II, until fertilization, which triggers the second meiotic division and extrusion of the second PB (the first PB rarely undergoes its second division). In contrast to haploid male germ cells, oocytes are never truly haploid because at the time of their second meiotic division, they already contain the male haploid genome.
The "business end" of meiosis is the first, protracted, meiotic prophase ( Figure 2 ). It is during this stage that two hallmark events of meiosis occur, homologous recombination and pairing of the homologous chromosomes (which are known as "homologs"). The substages of meiosis mark the cytological events: leptonema (adjective: leptotene) is the period when chromatin begins to condense around the forming chromosome axis and recombination is initiated; during zygonema (adj.: zygotene) the threads of chromatin begin to pair homologously and bring chromosome axes close together; pachynema (adj.: pachytene) denotes the stage of full synapsis during which recombination is completed; and diplonema (adj.: diplotene) is when chromosomes desynapse in preparation for the first meiotic division. During zygonema and pachynema, pairing of homologs results in intimate joining, or synapsis, mediated by an array of proteins known as the synaptonemal complex (SC) (Figures 2 and 3 ). While we have learned much in the past 50 years about meiotic recombination, we still have a very limited knowledge of mechanisms of homologous pairing. Given our conception of a chromosome as a linear molecule of DNA packaged by proteins in a manner to greatly compress its length, it boggles the mind how these DNA molecules can achieve base-pair resolution of pairing in the complex architecture of the eukaryotic nucleus. There are species-specific differences in the temporal and mechanistic relationships of recombination and homologous pairing. In model-organism flies (Drosophila melanogaster) and worms (Caenorhabditis elegans), chromosome pairing precedes recombination. In mammals, recombination is initiated by DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) before pairing and synapsis occur (Figure 2) , suggesting that the former may mechanistically enable the latter. However, because the precise mechanisms are not well elucidated, these differences may not be as stark as they might now seem. In most, but not all, mammals, meiotic recombination is initiated by selection and activation of DNA recombination sites (hotspots), which become marked by trimethylation of histone H3 on lysine 4 (H3K4me3); in mammals, this is accomplished by the protein PRDM9 [6, 7] , expressed in the leptotene and zygotene substages [8, 9] . PRDM9 is a DNA-binding zinc-finger protein; its long and genetically highly variable zinc finger domain determines binding specificity (the potential array of hotspots activated), while its SET domain possesses histone tri-methyl transferase activity and its KRAB domain is involved in protein-protein interactions [10] . After their selection and activation with histone methyl marks, hotspots become associated with the chromosome axis [11] (Figure 2) , where, in a subset, DSBs are initiated by the action of a topoisomerase-like protein, SPO11 [12] . Homologous chromosome synapsis and DSB repair ensue with the action of recombination-processing proteins such as DMC1, RAD51, RPA, and MSH4/MSH5 (Figure 2 ). These proteins are assembled into cytologically visible complexes termed recombination nodules (RNs, Figure 2 ), which are located in the context of the SC and change composition over time (and hence are referred to as "early," "transitional," etc. RNs). The majority of DSBs are resolved as noncrossovers (NCOs) without an exchange of flanking parental sequences [3, [13] [14] [15] . Only a small subset of DSBs are resolved as recombination sites, or crossovers (CO), with an exchange of flanking parental DNA [3, 12, 14, 15] . The CO sites come in two flavors: those marked cytologically by foci of MLH1/MLH3 (Figure 2 ), representing the majority, are as class I, while class II COs, constituting a small percentage of total recombination sites (5-10% in mice), form independently of MLH1/MLH3 and require MUS81 [3, 16] . While NCOs are thought to promote homolog pairing, the CO recombination sites have both genetic and cellular significance. Genetically, they result in different assortments of alleles, contributing to interindividual variation and providing fodder for evolution. At the cell biological level, they are the guardians of genomic integrity by holding homologous chromosomes together and providing for their accurate and precise segregation in the first meiotic division phase.
The first meiotic division separates homologous chromosomes, achieving haploidy, or the 1N number of chromosomes (but not yet the 1C amount of DNA because sister chromatids are still conjoined after the first meiotic division). It is crucially important that the first division be coordinated with events of recombination and homolog interaction. If division occurs too early, recombination may not be complete, with homologs "stuck" together; but if division is too late, the chromosome axis links between homologs may be degraded; in both cases, the result can be random separation, producing aneuploid gametes and offspring. In mammalian males, timing of the first meiotic division is ensured by translational control and activation of kinases [17] [18] [19] . However, the risks are apparently greater for mammalian females (especially humans), where age-related degradation of chromosomal components imperils accurate division and enhances aneuploidy [20] [21] [22] .
What have we learned about the "dance" of meiotic chromosomes in the past 50 years?
Here we review some of the most notable findings of the past 50 years that have contributed to our overall understanding of meiotic chromosome behavior. Many of us studying meiosis on the cellular level view meiosis as a "dance of the chromosomes," whereby homologous pairs interact and position themselves for precise segregation to haploidy [23] . In this section, we focus on our emerging understanding of the role of chromosomes in the dance, and how their structure and dynamic behavior contribute to the successful completion of meiosis. Gratifyingly, since this review celebrates 50 years of the SSR, SSR members have played and continue to play pivotal roles in the unfolding of knowledge about meiotic chromosomes and their fate.
The synaptonemal complex-a scaffold scripting the dance Although its initial discovery predates by a decade the founding of the SSR, arguably the discovery of the SC between homologous chromosomes in spermatocytes by Monte Moses [24, 25] launched our current understanding of meiotic mechanisms. As we know now, the SC is an intricate proteinaceous structure that facilitates both recombination and intimate pairing (or synapsis) between homologous chromosomes. The original elegant descriptions of the SC by Moses (which were quite amazing given the primitive state of electron microscopy in the mid-1950s!) were followed in the 1970s by another truly enabling technology from the Moses laboratory in collaboration with Sheila Counce: the method for spreading nuclear chromatin into flat, almost two-dimensional preparations, allowing high-resolution imaging of SCs [26] . The rest, as they say, is history, because this method, originally for meiotic karyotyping using silver-stained preparations, gave way to preparations for immunofluorescence ( Figure 3 ) that have greatly expanded our knowledge of molecular mechanisms of meiosis ( Figure 2 , and reviewed in detail below) and allowed us to measure recombination rates at a cytological level [27] .
While electron microscopy provided initial insight into the structure of the SC (Figure 3 ), the real breakthroughs came with the arrival of three enabling technologies: antibodies, high-resolution light microscopy, and targeted mutagenesis. The growing toolbox of meiotic markers and mouse mutants has provided many insights into the mechanisms of chromosome synapsis and its link to recombination [2, 3, [28] [29] [30] [31] . We came to recognize that the SC-initially observed as thick lines by silver staining-is composed of many proteins, intricately connected and with spatial and temporal patterns reflecting their functional specializations ( Figure 2 ). After discovery of the first mammalian SC proteins (SYCP1-3), many other components of the meiotic machinery were identified by reverse genetics, forward genetic screens, yeast-two-hybrid screens, proteomics, and gene expression analyses [2] . Antibodies against various components of the SC combined with electron and fluorescence microscopy ( Figure 3 ) played a major role in elucidating the 3D structure of the SC [32] [33] [34] . The SC appears as a tripartite proteinaceous structure assembled between two homologous chromosomes, holding them in close juxtaposition during the most "intimate" part of their meiotic dance (Figures 2 and 3 ). It is composed of two parallel axial (pre-synapsis)/lateral elements (during synapsis) (AEs/LEs) and the central element (CE) connected by overlapping transverse filaments (TFs) [2, [29] [30] [31] 35] . During early meiotic prophase I, AEs form simultaneously with the cohesin cores, together establishing the axis required to support meiotic recombination [36] [37] [38] . Cohesin complexes are assembled by "structural maintenance of chromosomes" or SMC proteins; during meiosis, the ubiquitous SMC1A and SMC3, as well as the meiosis-specific SMC1B, contribute to forming the cohesin complexes, which also include non-SMC proteins (e.g. RAD21, and meiosis-specific REC8, RAD21L, and STAG3) [36] [37] [38] . The cohesin complexes are presumed to help associate the sister chromatids of each homolog and may also play a role in association of nonsister chromatids in homology pairing. During assembly of the AEs, the chromosome shortens, implicating another set of SMC protein complexes, the condensins, whose role in meiosis is not yet clear [39] [40] [41] . Following assembly of the AEs, an interdependent network of protein interactions leads to formation of the CE that brings about synapsis, the completion of which defines the onset of pachynema ( Figure 2 ). Visible as a dense structure by electron microscopy (Figure 3 ), the CE is comprised of at least five proteins, as well as overlapping transverse elements, all identified during the last decade [29, 42] . Although we still don't have the full picture, evidence suggests that the mammalian SC is composed of two distinct layers formed by TFs [33, 34] . Based on partial SC structures, or lack thereof in mice mutant for individual CE components (SYCE1-3, TEX12 and SIX6OS1), a picture emerges that SYCE1,3 and SIX6OS1 play a critical role in stabilizing SYCP1 dimers within central region and stacking TFs into two layers. SYCE2 and TEX12, on the other hand, are required for SC extension along the LEs [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . For many years, due to its ultrastructural appearance, the SC was considered as a stiff and static "zipper," but recent work offers the intriguing idea that SC may have the properties of biological liquid crystal akin to cellular membranes [47] . The ability of liquid crystals to self-assemble, undergo rapid phase transitions, and transduce signals could explain both structure and function of the SC. We eagerly await future studies exploring and testing this exciting idea.
Meiotic chromosomes dance to recombination music
This exploration of the role of the SC highlights one of the central questions in meiosis, namely how homologous chromosome interactions are coordinated with molecular events of recombination. There is some evidence for direct interactions between CE components SYCP1 and SYCE2 with RAD51, and for SYCP2 interaction with TEX11, providing a possible physical link between synapsis and molecular recombination [44, 48, 49] , but the mechanisms are not clear. Nonetheless, the two hallmarks of meiosis-the SC and programmed DSBs-are intimately intertwined. Mouse mutants have revealed that DSBs are not intrinsically required for assembly of SCs; however, they are essential for ensuring that SCs form between homologous chromosomes [50, 51] . In turn, pairing and synapsis between homologous chromosomes are required for DSB repair. Many of us find it both fascinating and incredulous that single-stranded ends of DSB sites could identify homologous sequences in a nucleus that resembles a bowl of DNA/chromatin "spaghetti"! Although it is tempting to imagine DNA tentacles scanning the genome for homology, this would be grossly inefficient. Instead DSBs must be aided by specific features of meiotic chromosomes that bring homologs together and enhance local DNA interactions. Initially, a significant DSB-independent pairing of homologs is established during the premeiotic interphase and maintained early in meiotic prophase [52] . Later, centromeric and telomeric regions cluster at the nuclear envelope in "bouquet" formation, and undergo rapid movements that facilitate homolog pairing [53, 54] . Sister chromatids are held together by cohesins and are progressively packaged into linear arrays of chromatin loops attached to AEs/LEs of the SC (Figure 2 ) [55] . Together these features bring homologous DNA sequences to close proximity starting at telomeric ends, thus (in theory) reducing the perimeter of physical distance necessary to scan for homology. Therefore, it is not surprising that recombination is often high near telomeres and SC assembly is first observed at telomeric ends of chromosomes, although there are notable exceptions to this generality, including the human female [56] . Interstitial synapsis initiation sites driven by DSBs are thought to stabilize homolog pairing during the rapid chromosome movements driven by telomeres. These dynamic chromosome movements in meiotic cells were first described just over 40 years ago, and since then they have been observed in many model organisms, including mammals [57] [58] [59] . Such movements have been shown to be mediated by SUN-KASH proteins connecting telomeres to the nuclear envelope and to microtubules in the cytoplasm [54, [59] [60] [61] . When modern tools made it possible to visualize and track chromosome movements in live cells, these coordinated chromosomal movements appeared like Cèilidh dancing on the floor of nuclear envelope, where telomeres "kiss and touch" to bring chromosome axes together and find matching pairs [62] [63] [64] [65] .
Additional features of meiotic chromosomes may play a role in homolog pairing and recombination. Three different flavors of cohesin complexes are involved in chromatin organization in mammalian meiotic cells [66, 67] . As mentioned above, they involve meiosis-specific (STAG3, REC8, RAD21L, SMC1B) and canonical subunits (RAD21, SMC1A). A barcode-like localization pattern has been observed for RAD21L-and REC8-containing complexes on chromosome axis, leading to the idea that axis patterning may facilitate chromosome pairing and subsequent synapsis [68] . As in a zipper, a common model for the SC, the corresponding cohesin blocks on homologous chromosomes would come together and promote early pairing of homologs, which would then be proofread by DNA homology-dependent mechanism. It has been also proposed that RAD21L-containing cohesin rings form around nonsister chromatids matched by DNA homology providing a platform for recruitment of central region protein SYCP1 and initiation of synapsis between homologs [69] . Although both ideas are attractive, they require further experimental evidence.
Changing partners at the dance
The structure and function of the SC is conserved in sexually reproducing organisms [70, 71] , and influences the most critical outcome of meiotic prophase I-the exchange of DNA between maternal and paternal chromosomes or CO. Because COs occur only in the context of assembled CEs, the SC is thought to be a major factor in CO regulation, although how this regulation is exerted is only partially understood. Crossovers are tightly controlled: most organisms have at least one obligatory CO per homolog pair (CO assurance); COs are nonrandomly positioned, so that adjacent COs are further apart than expected if they were randomly distributed (CO interference); and total CO numbers are maintained at a relatively constant level (CO homeostasis). Interestingly, class II COs are not constrained by interference and it remains unclear whether they are regulated by homeostatic mechanisms [16, 72] .
Mechanisms underlying CO assurance have been difficult to study, and involve processes of both SC assembly and recombination. Interestingly, in oocytes lacking AE proteins SYCP2/3, COs are formed and interference is maintained in spite of severely compromised SC structure [73] , supporting the idea that the mechanisms regulating CO numbers and distribution are established before SC is formed [3, 28, 74] . In mice, any perturbation of CE assembly impairs DSB repair and leads to meiotic arrest before CO can be observed [43] [44] [45] [46] 75] .
Crossover interference was first described a century ago (even before the discovery of the SC), observed as reduced probability of a CO in a region adjacent to an existing CO [76, 77] . However, the mechanism underlying CO interference remains elusive and the role of the SC in CO interference has been disputed [74, 78, 79] . Multiple models have been proposed to explain CO interference (reviewed in [72, [80] [81] [82] [83] ). Because of the spatial distribution of COs along the physical length of meiotic chromosome axis it is thought that the CO patterning signal (molecular, biochemical, or physical) is propagated along the chromosomes. The polymer-based interference model proposes that the spreading of a "polymer" from one site (future CO) would block nearby sites from becoming a CO [84] . However, the best candidate for such a polymer, the SC, seems to be dispensable for CO interference at least in mice and yeast [85, 86] . Alternatively, polymerization could reflect spreading of a biochemical signal such as phosphorylation, ubiquitination or sumoylation of histone, cohesin, or other axis-bound protein [87, 88] . Additional models suggest that mechanical signals such as stress [74, 78, 89] or chromosome oscillatory movements transmit the interference signal [90] . The stress relief or beam-film model proposes that mechanical stress, linked to physical state of the chromosome, drives propagation of the CO-inhibitory signal which decreases with distance [89, 91] . The chromosomal dance itself, observed as chromosome movements driven by telomeres [54] , has been implicated in CO interference. This model proposes that chromosome oscillatory movements create waves along the length of chromosome pairs and COs form preferentially at the nodal regions of such waves where homologs are at the highest proximity [90] . In contrast, the counting model postulates that a fixed number of NCOs occurs between two CO sites [92] [93] [94] . Despite providing a good model for observed CO numbers and distribution, it seems unresolved exactly which structures or factors are being counted. Recent immunocytological analyses, powered by an expanding collection of molecular markers, have opened a new era of "recombination metrics" (affectionately described by aficionados as "meiotic focusology"). Chromosome axes and recombination intermediates can be immunolabeled and observed as thick lines decorated by numerous foci (like beads on a string) [95] . To assess interference between COs and their precursors, distribution of measurements of axis length and foci numbers are analyzed using the Coefficient of Coincidence (CoC) or gamma distribution method [73, 76, 86, 96] . This approach revealed that interference is not restricted to COs (recognized by MLH1/3 foci) but also applies to recombination intermediates seen as foci marked by proteins such as RPA or MSH4/5 [86] (Figure 2) . Interestingly, interference between recombination intermediates is maintained in the absence of the CE, or even of the SC altogether, further confirming that recombination interference is established independent of the SC [73, 75, 97] . Moreover, it has been suggested that CO interference and assurance are both the products of the same mechanism, one that is independent of SC assembly, at least in the mouse [73, 86] .
The third phenomenon, CO homeostasis, maintains steady CO numbers despite variation in the number of CO precursor DSBs [14] . Parallels have been observed between the mechanisms of interference and homeostasis in various model organisms, and these lead to the idea that both are the result of the same patterning process [14, 78] .
Although the exact role of SC in regulating COs may not yet be resolved, components of the SC have also been implicated in other aspects of recombination-based partner exchange. To ensure proper chromosome segregation, homologs must be connected by at least one chiasma, which can be formed only if CO occurs between nonsister chromatids. During mitosis, recombination (for instance, to repair DNA damage) takes place between sister chromatids, which are held together by cohesin rings following replication. Meiotic cells have to overcome this "default template," which is determined by proximity, in order to guarantee recombination between homologs. This unique feature of meiotic recombination, described variously as the barrier to sister chromatid repair (BSCR), or interhomolog bias, provides an additional complexity to CO regulation [98] . How BSCR is implemented in mammals is still poorly understood. However, as in other model organisms, the SC and associated proteins (SYCP3, HORMAD1/2) seem to play a critical role in interhomolog bias [99] [100] [101] [102] .
Fifty years after the discovery of the SC, the question of whether it is simply a scaffold for the recombination machinery, or something required for "neatness," or an active partner, is still largely open. Although it is widely accepted that meiotic DSBs cannot be repaired without a mature SC, the molecular basis of this interdependency remains poorly understood.
The conundrum of the sex chromosomes (wallflowers at the meiotic dance?)
The sex chromosomes pose special challenges in meiosis. In female germ cells, the two homologous X chromosomes experience no impediment to their pairing or recombination, and in fact, behave much like autosomal chromosomes. In contrast, in male germ cells the X and Y chromosomes are quite different in length (genomic content) (Figure 2 , top panel), and this profoundly affects their structural modifications and behavior, which are not like those of the autosomal chromosomes. This sexual dimorphism in behavior of sex chromosomes gets at the heart of the role of the Y chromosome in spermatogenesis and fertility, which is still not fully resolved.
As has been comprehensively reviewed recently [103] , sex chromosomes form a unique chromatin domain in spermatocytes, the so called "sex" or "XY" body (Figure 2 ), present in a wide variety of mammalian species [104, 105] . (Interestingly, the evolving study of the XY body has paralleled the history of the SSR, with both endeavors originating at roughly the same time.) The XY body is a domain of repressive chromatin associated with a unique and still incompletely understood array of proteins involved in chromatin modifications, DNA damage repair, and other functions, including, surprisingly, protein translation [106] . The single most obvious feature of the XY body is that it is a domain of unpaired chromatin that is in marked contrast to the completely synapsed chromosomes in the autosomal domain of the spermatocyte nucleus. Herein lies a clue to the structure of the XY body: it is transcriptionally inactivated by a process known as "meiotic sex chromosome inactivation" (MSCI). And MSCI is a special case of a more general phenomenon: meiotic silencing of unsynapsed chromatin (MSUC) [107] . In the past 50 years, and most notably in the past decade, reproductive scientists and geneticists have both contributed to the exploding literature surrounding this fascinating process. We know far more about how it happens than we do about why it happens [103] . A general signal transduction model is emerging, whereby unsynapsed chromosome axes activate signal proteins, including axis elements themselves, e.g. SMC1B [108] , CDK2 [109] , HORMAD1/2 [110, 111] , and BRCA1 [112] [113] [114] , and these in turn activate a cascade of effector proteins that ultimately accomplish silencing of the unpaired chromatin. Effector proteins involved in MSCI include MDC1 [115] , TOPBP1 [116] , AGO4 [117] , and HR6B [118] and phosphorylated histone H2AFX [119, 120] ; interestingly, these proteins have in common their roles in DNA damage repair. Thus, although precise temporal order of steps and fine details remain to be worked out, we have a reasonably good grasp on the key players in MSCI, and, indeed, meiotic silencing (MSUC) in general [103] .
However, in contrast to this mechanistic view, we are still relatively in the dark about why MSCI and MSUC, in general, are necessary for successful meiosis and fertility. One might suppose that repressive chromatin might prevent the formation of DSBs that cannot be repaired in the absence of a homolog [121] , but temporal order of events mitigates this argument, as DSBs occur before synapsis [122] and before MSCI, in the unpaired nonhomologous regions of the sex chromosomes [48, 123] . One often neglected consideration in attempts to decipher the biological rationale behind MSCI is its timing: MSCI is initiated after autosomal synapsis (the completion of which marks the beginning of the pachytene stage) and is readily apparent by the middle of the pachytene stage, correlating with the timing of both the presumed synapsis checkpoint [103, 124] and the onset of competency for the meiotic division phase [125] . This is also the time when the transcriptome of the spermatocyte changes dramatically [126] with the production of a diverse array of transcripts that support postmeiotic spermiogenesis. Although some X-linked genes (specifically miRNAs) may be transcribed in spite of MSCI [127, 128] , it has been proposed that MSCI may occur to prevent the production of sex-chromosome products that are "toxic" to spermatogenesis. On the surface, this argument seems counterintuitive: many products of the sex chromosomes are required for gametogenesis, and some genes on the X are compensated by autosomal retrotransposed variants transcribed only during spermatogenesis, seeming a backup mechanism to cope with the "inconvenience" of MSCI [105] . But it turns out that there is great validity to this seemingly paradoxical idea. Ectopic autosomal expression of transgenes representing two genes on the Y chromosome, Zfy1 and Zfy2, inhibits progress of meiotic prophase and causes apoptosis of spermatocytes; however, when the transgenes are on the X chromosome and silenced by MSCI, they do not inhibit meiotic progress [129] . These two genes encode zinc-finger protein transcriptional activators, so is it the ZFY1 and ZFY2 proteins themselves that are "toxic," or is it protein products of genes they might activate? Moreover, Zfy1 and Zfy2 are required for normal postmeiotic sperm differentiation and fertilization function [130] . Together, these observations present a conundrum: How can the same genes be both toxic for and required for normal spermatogenesis? Is it related to their role as transcriptional activators? Or is it a sexually antagonistic interaction with their X-encoded counterpart, Zfx? Clearly, there is much left to learn about MSCI, and the function of meiotic silencing of unpaired chromatin in general!
Segregating at the end of the dance
At the culmination of the prophase dance, the two meiotic divisions accomplish separation (or "segregation" in Mendel's terms) of homologous chromosomes in the first, reductional, division, and separation of sister chromatids in the second, equational, division (Figure 1) . The complex dynamics of this two-step segregation is underpinned by two-step removal of the cohesin complexes that "glue" strands of DNA. These proteins are first removed at the end of meiotic prophase from the chromosome arms (allowing homologs to separate), but remain at sister centromeres until removed in preparation for the second, equational, meiotic division. Like much of meiosis, onset of the division phase is sexually dimorphic in mammals; coordinated with follicle growth and hormonal input in females and occurring without arrest and maybe even cell autonomous in males. These divisions involve coordination between chromosomal elements (disassembly of the SC, redistribution of proteins such as cohesins, and centromeric specializations) and the cytoplasmic elements that contribute to the formation of the meiotic spindle apparatus.
The principles of Mendelian genetics suggest that chromosome segregation during the two meiotic divisions is equal, resulting in equal representation of any particular allele or chromosome in offspring; at least this is what we thought 50 years ago. Careful genotyping of all three products of single female meiosis in human oocytes has revealed rare instances of so called "reverse meiosis" [131] . In this noncanonical and infrequent segregation pattern, sister chromatids, rather than homologous chromosomes, are segregated during first meiotic division. Moreover, with respect to segregation of alleles, meiosis isn't always fair, and there are some notable and instructive exceptions to equal segregation, manifested as "transmission ratio distortion" (TRD), or a statistically significant deviation from Mendelian inheritance ratio [132] , also sometimes referred to as meiotic drive. There is evidence for biased segregation of so-called selfish elements in the genome [133, 134] . Given that one of the key conditions predisposing to nonrandom segregation is asymmetry of the meiotic division [132] , it is not surprising that most cases of TRD studied in mammals involve female meiosis, where the cytoplasmic divisions of meiosis I and II are markedly unequal (thus while four chromatids segregate to four gametic products in males, there is only one gametic product in females; Figure 1 ). Studies of segregation of the mouse Om (ovum mutant) locus provided evidence for biased segregation at the second meiotic division [133] , and although there has been high-resolution genetic mapping of the trait [135] , the mechanism remains unknown. In the mouse Collaborative Cross, a complex multiparent cross constructed to incorporate genetic diversity [136] , there is biased transmission of Chr 2, attributable to a large copy-number variant designated R2d2 (responder to drive 2) on Chr 2 [134, 137] . The ability of this locus to influence segregation of Chr 2 from females accounts for its increase and fixation in populations, a so called "selfish sweep" [137] . A new type of biased segregation has been recently observed in human oocytes in second meiotic division, namely preferential segregation of recombinant chromatid to the oocyte and nonrecombinant to polar body [131] . The molecular mechanism of this recombinant-favoring drive remains elusive but it has been suggested that selection against nonrecombined haplotypes could suppress selfish elements [138] . Generally, we have very little idea of molecular mechanisms in the female meiotic divisions by which unbalanced segregation might occur, although evidence has suggested that both asymmetry of the spindle apparatus and functional heterozygosity or unequal strength of paired homologous centromeres [139, 140] may play roles. Recent exciting findings relate these at a molecular level. Lampson and colleagues [141] provide evidence that spindle asymmetry in the mouse oocyte is driven by asymmetric microtubule tyrosination directed by CDC42 signaling from the oocyte cortex. Intriguingly, CDC42 in the cortex depends on signaling from chromosomes near the cortex, driving their own transmission [141] . Many questions remain to be resolved, but from this elegant study we get a hint of the complexity of the involvement of chromosomes in directing their own fate, and it is becoming clear that they are not passive passengers, but are equal partners with the cytoplasmic elements controlling the division phases.
What have aneuploidy and infertility taught us about the meiotic dance?
Not only is meiosis the chromosomal foundation of successful reproduction, but also infertility has been a window through which to observe meiosis and consequences of error. Not surprisingly, if there is no dance of the chromosomes, there are no gametes. Thus, meiosis is not just a defining event of gametogenesis, it is essential. Moreover, the intricate meiotic chromosome dance reviewed above poses many steps where things can go wrong, impacting formation of chromosomally normal (euploid) gametes and offspring. Unfortunately, it appears that "to err (meiotically) is human" [142, 143] . And, although gametic aneuploidy is documented more thoroughly in humans than in mice, mice err too, and several studies provide evidence for aging-related increases in oocyte aneuploidy and fertility impairment in mice [144] [145] [146] . What have studies on fertility impairment and anueploidy in humans and mice taught us about the meiotic dance of chromosomes?
Sexual dimorphism in meiosis
One of the most interesting (if not surprising) findings emerging from study of meiotic error in humans and mouse mutants is that there is considerable sexual dimorphism in chromatin organization, recombination, and toleration of meiotic defects by male versus female germ cells (Figure 1) . For many such traits, we have learned more from the human than from other common research models. Possibly this is because of higher frequency, across diverse human populations, of gene variants impacting on meiotic segregation (although the burgeoning efforts to exploit new mouse diversity populations may uncover genes or gene interactions influencing meiotic segregation outcomes [147] ). In humans, female gametic aneuploidy is greater than male, and females have a greater proportion of chromosomes lacking a CO [143] . Somewhat counterintuitively, human females also have a higher rate of recombination than males [148] , and this paradox may reflect inefficient CO maturation in female germ cells [149] . Male-female differences in recombination rate are established early in meiosis with sexual dimorphism in numbers of foci of proteins (e.g. RAD51) indicative of DSBs [150] . Exactly how numbers and placement of COs in females are related to increased gametic aneuploidy is not well understood, but overall, there are considerable sex differences in organization of the chromosomal axes and DNA loops; in comparison to males, females have longer SCs and shorter DNA loops for the same genomic DNA [150] . These marked differences may be a reflection of sexually dimorphic assembly of axis components. The requirement for some proteins mediating chromosome dynamics, for instance, those of the CEs of the SC (e.g. SYCP1, SYCE1,2,3 TEX12, SIX6OS1) do appear to be highly conserved in required function, as there is arrest of meiosis, lack of DSB repair, and sterility of both sexes of mice mutant for these components [2] . However, the story is different when considering the meiosis-specific cohesins and some proteins of LEs along chromatids. Although germ cells of mice of both sexes mutant for the SC AE/LE proteins, e.g. SYCP3, SYCP2, exhibit abnormalities of meiotic chromosome dynamics, only the males are infertile, exhibiting arrest of meiosis and absence of postmeiotic germ cells [151] [152] [153] . In contrast, females produce offspring, albeit in decreased numbers and with increased aneuploidy [152] . Female germ cells are more sensitive to cohesin gene dosage (heterozygosity) [154] . One possible explanation is that oocytes have meiotic checkpoint mechanisms with reduced stringency [155] . Alternatively, or in addition, female meiotic cells may have a larger repertoire of "back-up" protein variants that can substitute for a missing axis protein; for instance, somatic cohesin complex proteins may more readily compensate for absence of meiotic cohesins in assembly of the axes in oocytes. The features of mammalian female reproduction (limited number of germ cells, narrow temporal window for meiosis, cyclicity, and physiologically demanding prenatal and postnatal maternal care of offspring) may have led to evolution of mechanistic variability and less stringent quality control. Indeed, it has been postulated that female gametic aneuploidy may be evolutionarily advantageous, imposing spacing of costly offspring [149, 156] .
Age effects in meiosis
Another intriguing sexually dimorphic facet of meiotic infertility is the effect of aging, perhaps especially in humans. As already reviewed (Figure 1 ), meiotic divisions in males occur in cells that are undergoing meiosis without interruption, while in females meiotic prophase is initiated long before the meiotic divisions. The fact that gametic aneuploidy seems more common in humans than in mice, the other major model mammalian organism, may have to do with the relative paucity of gene variants causing error in strains of laboratory mice selected for productivity, but probably is much more a reflection of germ-cell age in the face of chronological age in years. The frequency of aneuploidy increases with age in human females, where the oocyte pool is set early in development, years to decades before ovulation (as opposed to weeks to months in mice), which means that the "chromosome dance" is paused for a very long time in a configuration which may not withstand the test of time [20, 142, 143, 149] . In contrast to females, the male stem cells continually renew the meiotic population with "young" cells that are released as sperm within a few weeks of their "birth" in both humans and mice. In agreement with the "young status" and uninterrupted "chromosome dance" of male germ cells, many studies have failed to demonstrate a significant paternal age effect for aneuploidy such as Down syndrome [81, 157, 158] . However, more careful recent analyses determined that there is a paternal effect; surprisingly, it turns out to be a negative one where younger fathers are more likely to have a child with Down syndrome [158, 159] . Interestingly, increased trends of Down syndrome have been also reported in extremely young mothers [160] . Previous studies failed to detect these effects as they often excluded young parents due to their limited representation. Gametic aneuploidy in most cases can be traced back to meiotic CO errors. Recent advances in technology and understanding of CO regulation from model organisms offer an attractive explanation for aneuploidies in young males (and potentially females) and aging females. It has been observed that spermatocytes from young males have lower numbers of MLH1 foci than those from adult males [161] , as well as fewer than expected from the numbers of recombination intermediates [162] . This decrease has been attributed to inefficient CO maturation in young males [162] . Similarly, "programmed" weaker CO maturation efficiency has been proposed to explain "error-prone" nature of human oocytes, where insufficient numbers of COs result in chiasma configurations prone to chromosome miss-segregation [149] . This inherent vulnerability of bivalent chromosomes could be exacerbated by age-dependent loss of sister-chromatid cohesion [143, 163] . Indeed, age-dependent cohesin deterioration has been long considered as one of the major causes of aneuploidy in human eggs [164] . It has been postulated that cohesin complexes, once loaded onto meiotic chromosomes, are not replenished, thus weakening those connections between sister chromatids which normally must persist until fertilization and the onset of meiosis II [22, [165] [166] [167] . Several studies in the mouse have, in fact, shown that cells do not replace "old" cohesin molecules with "fresh" ones or do it inefficiently even though they have the capacity to produce new proteins [21, 168, 169] . Although it would seem beneficial to refresh sister-chromatid cohesion as chromosomes wait for meiotic resumption, apparently there is no such mechanism and cohesin proteins rely on their inherent stability. How persisting stability is achieved remains unclear; nonetheless, it seemingly is n't reliable long enough for individuals consciously postponing child bearing to later years.
Both sexual dimorphism in meiosis and the diversification of gametogenesis programs that arose during evolution pose problems for human reproduction. Females appear to have chosen to guard genome quality by limiting the number of cell divisions, thus decreasing the risk of potential de novo germline mutations. The downside is that they produce fewer eggs, and these have to be stored for a long time before they can be fertilized. This strategy may not be a problem when females produce offspring at a young age, but this is not always the case in the modern human population. The strategy in males appears to be to continuously produce large quantities of gametes from continually rejuvenating precursors; however, this potentially sacrifices gametic genomic quality due to mitotic mutation rate and consequent age-related accumulation of de novo germline mutations [170, 171] . Likewise, this can be an issue among human males extending fatherhood to an advanced age.
What are the obstacles and what's on the horizon next?
We've come a long way in our understanding of meiosis and the chromosomal "dance" that ensures genomic integrity of the gamete. Genetic mutants, high-resolution imaging, and protein identification technologies have been and will continue to be pivotal in expanding our understanding. But we still don't know how homologous chromosomes recognize each other, or how recombination is regulated to ensure orderly segregation rather than a hopeless tangle, or how the cell cycle is regulated to ensure that these crucial steps are not missed. What do we need to get there? And will our technologies impact human reproductive health care and fertility interventions?
We posit that the most exciting, enabling, and clinically transforming advancement will be a robust system for meiosis in vitro. Yeast do it in a dish; why don't mammalian germ cells do it in a dish? The reason probably lies in the not-yet fully appreciated extent of signals from the surrounding gonadal soma that instruct and propel meiosis. The roles of retinoic acid in initiation of meiosis are well known [172, 173] , and some steps and transitions of meiotic prophase may be noncell autonomous, subject to exogenous influence, e.g. direct or indirect hormonal signaling as suggested by meiotic arrest in spermatocytes of mice lacking the androgen receptor in Sertoli cells [174] and control of gamete maturation in the ovarian follicle [175] . Much of the effort toward meiosis in vitro has been in the context of deriving functional germ cells in vitro, e.g. from ES cells, PGC, and most recently iPS cells, with variable use of gonadal somatic cells [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] . However, the output is generally measured in terms of a few gametes, requiring intervention with assisted reproductive technologies (ARTs) for offspring production. Few studies have fully met the proposed "gold standards" [181] required to validate a reliable, efficient, and repeatable system for mammalian germ cells to undergo meiosis in a dish. We would want to use such a system for analysis of chromosome behavior, e.g. to resolve thorny issues like the mechanism of homology pairing, as well as the chromosomal and cytoplasmic features that regulate the meiotic division process. But those studies that have more carefully examined hallmarks of meiosis, particularly the "dance" of chromosomes, find aberrant chromosomal interactions [177, 179, 180] . These findings suggest that in spite of in vitro derivation of "ART-ready" gametes, we haven't yet reached the goal of robust, repeatable, and accurate mammalian meiosis in a dish. What will it take and what will we do once we're there? Most importantly, we will have to gain a better understanding of the regulatory signals, both cell autonomous and exogenous, that regulate the sequential steps of mammalian meiosis. This will probably entail much more extensive in vivo genetic analyses; advances like genome editing using site-specific nucleases [182] , synchronization of seminiferous tubule stages [183] , and reconstitution of ovarian follicles [184] are important steps in this direction. We will also have to identify a source of large numbers of meiosis-competent cells. Meiotic cells of course do not self-renew, so the ideal system would be a robustly proliferating stem cell that could be induced to enter meiosis in vitro; recent reports of germ cell derivation from iPS cells are encouraging [177, 179, 180] . Assuming that sometime in the next half decade we will have cultures of large numbers of cells executing the dance of the chromosomes faithfully and accurately, there are a number of exciting possibilities. Foremost among them would be the opportunity to observe homology pairing by real-time superresolution imaging. Bar-coded, chromosomespecific fluorescent signals [185] [186] [187] would allow us to finally resolve the important players in homology recognition, both the DNA sequences and the specific proteins. The ability to manipulate the intracellular and nuclear environment would help test theories about the liquid crystal organization of chromatin. Parsing out the final steps of resolution of CO formation would have implications not only for understanding origins of aneuploidy, but for DNA repair processes in general. The implications of meiosis in vitro are great not only for these fundamental and basic problems, but also for reproductive toxicology, oncofertility, and therapeutics around infertility.
Bioengineering is an emerging and rapidly expanding field which will add additional capabilities to study the intricate cellular processes such as chromosome dynamics and recombination. Although stem cells can be coaxed to undergo meiosis in a dish and produce haploid gametes, the meiotic chromosome dance is not well choreographed. This can compromise efficiency and may lead to chromosomal abnormalities in in vitro-derived gametes. This outcome is probably not surprising, because meiosis in vivo takes place in the context of different supporting cells and hormonal cues. We predict that in the future biological engineering will help to fill in this gap. Already a miniaturized 3D device-the EVATAR-has been developed to represent female reproductive system where developing oocytes can be exposed to correct nutrients, growth factors, and hormones mimicking in vivo conditions [188] . Similar devices will be developed for spermatogenesis taking advantage of what we know about seminiferous tubule stages [183] . Such devices would open many exciting possibilities for live imaging, testing how drugs affect meiosis, chromosome segregation, and overall germ cell viability.
One of the most transforming technologies in recent yearsgenome editing using site-specific nucleases such as CRISPR/Cas9, ZFN, and TALENs-offers a powerful tool to efficiently manipulate genes and assess their function in gametogenesis to identify human infertility causes and potential treatments [182] . With the advent of genome-editing technologies, many researchers foresee possible therapeutic applications in reproductive medicine; however, many also recognize ethical issues and potential misuse of this powerful technology [189] [190] [191] . Already rat and mouse spermatogonial stem cells have been manipulated to eliminate infertility-and diseasecausing mutations [192, 193] . This demonstrates that once we ensure safety of germline editing and regulate its use, this technology could be transforming lives by rescuing infertility. Further on the genetic forefront, there are already emerging "multiparent" model populations for studying genetic diversity of meiotic mechanisms in the mouse, for example, the Collaborative Cross and Diversity Outbred mice [147, [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] . These will enhance our understanding of complexities in the origin of human meiotic errors that contribute to infertility.
Finally, in this section we have considered what health and fertility can tell us about meiosis, but what can meiosis tell us about overall health? Emerging evidence suggests that fertility status can be a predictor of overall adult health outcomes [200] . For example, the earliest consequence of mutation of BRCA2 may be infertility, predicting pleiotropic consequences for development of cancer [201] , and mutation of a helicase paralog MCM9 has effects in germ-line stem cells and tumor suppression [202] . A cautionary note to clinicians is that meiosis, with its demanding and intricate dance of the chromosomes, may be a "canary in the mine," the first harbinger of effects on genome integrity that have longer-term health consequences.
Meiosis is not only the chromosomal foundation of reproduction, but sets the slate upon which the genomic and epigenomic instructions are first written, and produces gametes, the ultimate stem cells. In celebrating our past 50 years, we also look forward to the next 50 years of contributions from members of the SSR to this most intriguing and important biological process.
